THANKS
Thanks for your prayers and your financial support that makes it possible to connect with pastors and leaders to train and equip them to become agents of change. Despite the turmoil around the world with Covid-19 most believers have stood strong to what they believe by serving others. It’s easy to blame Covid-19 for everything but how prepared are we to face change.

Leadership In Crisis
Change is every human’s experience, and all change is a crisis. Whenever something changes, there is crisis and whenever there is crisis, there is change. In some crisis we have no control of but have to learn to master or manage the crisis. Talking about change, in December of 2020, one of the Churches of our Network lost their pastor. By default, the leaders looked to me to take the leadership role and to take them through this transition. So since then, I have accepted the role of a Senior Lead pastor until things return to normal. Talking about normalcy, the pastor is still not buried due to some traditional things the elders are requiring to be done. Thank God we are making some progress and hoping to bury him soon.

MENTORING
We are so honored to have the opportunity of mentoring the wife of my friend who passed and the associate pastor. There is another young who is a sports newscaster who has asked me to mentor him. We have this opportunity to strengthen the core leadership team. Praise God for these opportunities. Through the sermons and the teaching of God’s word, the Lord has used us to bring encouragement to the congregation. What fulfills our joy is to see the little one’s coming close to us and that makes us feel well accepted.

UPDATE ON THE 4X4
Praise and thanks be to God almighty for answered prayers. We have purchased a 4X4 Ford Escape 1.6 Lt Ecoboost Midsize SUV. at the cost of $12,000. This will help with our travels since our roads in Ghana are still not safe to travel on in most cases. We would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who contributed to make this happen. We pray God’s abundant provision in your lives.
UPDATE ON OUR SEMINARS
Things have been a bit slow trying to get meetings scheduled for our seminars. Most pastors have become more inward looking and losing the cutting edge of ministry. We believe this is the best time to really re engage and equip for greater effectiveness in ministry. We have Two programs lined up for May and November. Pray with us for more connections with the pastors.

As we celebrate Easter, may the Spirit of Him that raised Christ from the dead quicken your mortal bodies. Happy resurrection to you all, CHRIST IS RISEN!!

From us, Albert & Sandra Botchway